In most instances, these casters offer greater capacity, while maintaining the lowest possible overall height. Differential action helps to reduce scrubbing when changing directions. Because they are made from the single wheel caster rig, cantilever-style dual wheel casters can be field built.

Field installable kits also available! See cantilever kits above.

Transform your standard 81 Series rig into a Dual Wheel caster with this field installable Cantilever Kit. *Kit includes the axle, nut, and spacers required to mount two wheels on a standard rig.

Transform your standard 63 Series rig into a Dual Wheel caster with this field installable Cantilever Kit. *Kit includes the axle, nut, and spacers required to mount two wheels on a standard rig.

See 81 Series section on pages 60-61 for wheel appearance and descriptions.